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Sintering
 Typically, the “Green compact” is placed on a mesh belt which

then moves slowly through a controlled atmosphere furnace.

 The parts are heated below the melting point of base metal,

held at the sintering temperature, then cooled.

 Basically, a solid state process, sintering transforms compacted

mechanical bonds between powder particles into metallurgical

bond.

 Typical sintering temperatures for ferrous based metals range

1120-1150 ºC.

 Standard cycle times range from 2-3 hours.







 Parts are heated to 0.7~0.9 Tm.

 Transforms compacted mechanical

bonds to much stronger metallic

bonds.

• Shrinkage always occurs:
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1.1 Scanning electron micrograph of the sintering neck formed 

between 26 μm bronze particles after sintering at 800 °C.
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Figure 1.4. Typical microstructures observed during (a) solid state sintering 

(Al2O3) and (b) liquid phase sintering (98W-1Ni-1Fe(wt%)).



The functions of sintering atmosphere are :-

 It must prevent oxidation on the metal surface at the

sintering temperature otherwise it would inhibit or

interfere with the sintering process.

 It must avoid carburizing and decarburizing reactions and

nitriding condition in certain metals.

 It must have the tendency of reduce surface films such

as oxides on powder particles, If they are present, and

remove or replace absorbed gases.

 It must not contaminate the metal powder compact at the

sintering temperature.



The sintering furnaces atmosphere :-

 Reducing atmosphere.

 Neutral atmosphere.

 Oxidizing  atmosphere.

1- Hydrogen :-

 Pure dry hydrogen is frequently used Sintering atmosphere

especially in small furnaces and where very powerful reducing

agent free from N2 is required.

 It is wide applications in the industry in the sintering of steel,

stainless steel, or any alloy containing over 1 % carbon or

high cost, it has got the advantage of possessing a large

sintering powder.



2- Dissociated or cracked Ammonia:-

 Dissociated ammonia is a mixture of 75 % hydrogen and

25% nitrogen by volume, which is equally effective, more

economical and more convenient as regards the simplicity

and reliability of operation than hydrogen atmosphere.

 For many purposes, it is possible to substitute this

atmosphere for hydrogen.

 An added advantage is that it is free from oxygen and

moisture and there is no danger of explosion.



3- Exothermic gas :-

 The most widely employed reducing sintering atmosphere is

produced by the combustion of fuel gases such as paraffin,

methane, butane, propane, natural gas, coal gas or coke – oven

gas with premixed air in certain ratios.

 Burning occurs in an electrically heated or gas fired chamber

filled with catalysts.

 The gas contains various amount of hydrogen, carbon

monoxide, methane, carbon dioxide, nitrogen and water vapors.

 This gas may be reducing, carburizing, inert, decarburizing or

even oxidizing depending upon its composition.



4- Endothermic gas :-

it is produced in the same way as the exothermic type

protective atmosphere except that a mixture of hydrocarbon

gas and air (low air – gas ratio) is heated over catalyst

externally by gas or electricity for cracking the richer mixture or

supporting the reaction.

5- Argon & Helium Inert gases:-

Particularly argon and helium, are used to limited extent,

because of their relatively high cost and lack of reducing

potential.

They are used advantageously for sintering of most reactive

metals due to their inertness.
















